Queue Iterator:

where does the iterator go?

what additional functions exist with an iterator? / where do they go?

1.

2.

3.

4.

Function Objects (“Functors”)

Purpose:

Example:

How is this accomplished?
What does Doubler do?

How do we know Doubler is a functor?

What can functors do that an ordinary function cannot do?

How are functors used?

When is the modifier function valid?

---

This is a function called __________ whose inputs are two ______________ and a ______________.

This function appears to:

Trees

---

CS 225 – Things To Be Doing:

1. Exam #4 starts Monday ("Programming Exam", MP2)
2. MP3 has been released; up to +7 for submitting by Oct. 2 (11:59pm)
3. lab_quacks due Sunday, Oct. 1 (11:59pm)
4. Daily POTDs